ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Translocation velocity of DNA molecules in solid-state nanopores is on the order of 3000-50000 nt/ms 1 . This large translocation velocity range originates from different parameters such as the wide range of the pore sizes (1.5-25 nm) and applied potentials (100 mV-800 mV) 1 .
The high translocation velocity of DNA molecules, together with a low ionic current signal-to-noise ratio and a relatively large sensing region due to the pore membrane thickness, that is typically 10 -20 nm and therefore can accommodate 30-60 nucleotides at a time 1 , has been a major obstacle for achieving sequencing data in solid state nanopores. Although single nucleotide identification 2, 3 and DNA sequencing using biological pores have already been demonstrated 3, 4 their fragility, difficulties related to measuring pA-range ionic currents together with their dependence on biochemical reagents, make solid state nanopores an attractive alternative 5 . In contrast to bio-engineered pores, solid state nanopores can operate in various liquid media and pH conditions, their production is scalable and compatible with nanofabrication techniques and does not require the excessive use of biochemical reagents. All these advantages are expected to lower the cost of sequencing. The basic sensing principle is the same as in bio-engineered pores. Ideally, the sequence of nucleotides, genetic information, along a single DNA molecule can be registered by monitoring small changes in the ionic current caused by the transient residing of single nucleotides within a nanometer-size pore 6 . In addition, solid state nanopores allow a transverse detection scheme, based on detecting changes in the electrical conductivity of a thin semiconducting channel caused by the translocating molecule.
The DNA translocations in biological nanopores are currently too slow, on the other hand in solid-state nanopores are too fast compared to the optimal DNA sequencing velocity of 1-50 nt/ms 7 .
Achieving optimal translocation speed for both biological and solid state nanopores remains a significant challenge [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Here, we demonstrate that molecular translocation speeds in a nanopore sensing system can be decreased by two to three orders of magnitude using an ionic liquid/water viscosity gradient system together with a nanopore fabricated in atomically thin membranes of molybdenum disulfide (MoS 2 ) which fulfil the requirement for spatial resolution. This requirement has been first met with the graphene membranes [19] [20] [21] . By using graphene, the thinnest known material, the ultimate end thickness of the membrane for solid state nanopores has been reached [19] [20] [21] . Nanopores realized in three-layer graphite structures having thickness of 1 nm should display higher signal to noise ratio compared to single -layer graphene nanopores 22, 23 . The use of 2D materials such as graphene is particularly interesting since it allows concomitant detection of DNA translocation with two synchronized signals, i.e., ionic current in the nanopore and the current in the graphene nanoribbons (GNR) as recently demonstrated by our group 5 . However, pristine graphene nanopores exhibit strong hydrophobic interactions with DNA 24 that limit their longterm use due to clogging, requiring the use of surface functionalization 25, 26 . In parallel, other 2D materials, such as boron nitride (BN) 26 and MoS 2 27 have been implemented as alternatives to graphene while fabrication advances allowed for realization of nanopores in ultrathin SiN x 28 and HfO 2
18
. MoS 2 nanopores are particularly interesting since they can be used for extended periods of time (hours even days) without any additional functionalization 27 . Sticking behaviour of DNA to MoS 2 nanopore is reduced due to the Mo-rich region around the drilled pore after TEM irradiation 29 while the stability could be attributed to its thickness.
Single-layer MoS 2 has a thickness of 0.7 nm and a direct band gap of at least 1.8 eV 5, 30 which is essential for electronic base detection in field-effect transistors (FETs) 5, 31 thus making MoS 2 a promising material for single-nucleotide detection, as recently computationally demonstrated by Farimani et.al. 32 Our approach to slow down DNA translocation, has been inspired by the remarkable physical and chemical properties of RTILs, non-aqueous electrolytes composed of a pair of organic cations and anions. RTILs have been termed "magical chemicals", due to the high degree of freedom in fine-tuning their structure that allows tailoring physical and chemical properties for a given application 33 . We have chosen 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BmimPF 6 ), since it has a broad viscosity window of 10-400 cP 34 , which can be tuned to optimize the temporal resolution. Tunability can be obtained either by varying the temperature (20°C-50 °C)
or by mixing BmimPF 6 and BmimPF 4 in different ratios 35 . BmimPF 6 is also a friendly solvent for bio-molecules and most importantly, it exhibits good ionic conductivity of . It has also been widely used as an electrolyte with a wide electrochemical window 36 . In contrast, the low conductivity of glycerol limited previous attempts to a narrow viscosity window (1.2-5 cP) and consequently achieved only modest improvement in DNA translocation speed (3000 nt/ms) 8 . In our viscosity gradient system, schematically shown on Fig. 1a , it was possible to employ pure BmimPF 6 without compromising the conductance of the MoS 2 nanopore for all tested nanopore devices listed in SI Table 2 . Details on the properties and fabrication of MoS 2 nanopores can be found in Methods section of this paper and in Liu et al. 27 For example even in the large nanopore 17 ± 2 nm conductance in pure RTILs is relatively low (~1 nS) 37 when compared to KCl, Fig. 1c , inspired by the use of concentration gradient systems in nanopores 38 , we have realized a viscosity and concentration gradient system with the conductivity of 210 nS. The cis chamber in our system contains RTILs (BmimPF 6 ) while trans chamber contains 2M aqueous KCl solution. It is important to note that here we use two types of solvents with completely different physicochemical properties and that in the region inside and close to the pore we have in fact a non-homogeneous phase solution. The conductance of 280 nS measured in 2M KCl/2M KCl is reduced to 210 nS in our viscosity gradient system as shown in Fig. 1c . To gain insight into the ionic transport through the nanopores in the presence of an inhomogeneous phase solution, we have performed finite element analysis by solving the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equation . Fig 1.d. shows the mass fraction of water molecules, anions and cations as a function of distance from the nanopore at a transmembrane bias voltage of 400 mV. The sub-nanometer membrane thickness ensured that a relatively high number of water molecules diffused from the trans into the cis chamber. Similarly, anions and cations diffused into their respective chambers. Modeled conductances for 2.5 nm, 5 nm 10 nm pore, shown in SI Fig. 1.d-f , are in good agreement with our measurements (SI Fig. 1.a-c) .
Interestingly, the mass fraction of water molecules in the cis chamber shows a weak dependence on the transmembrane bias, while PF -6 diffusion is strongly affected (SI Fig. 1.g ). Having successfully built and characterized our viscosity gradient system, we performed our first translocation experiment by adding 48.5 kbp λ-dsDNA to the cis chamber filled with BmimPF 6 . In order to minimize the contribution from the nanopore-DNA interaction that can also significantly slow down DNA translocation At this point, in the absence of the electro-osmotic flow (EOF) and charge reduction for a given pore, DNA molecule and bias voltage, we can introduce the retardation factor r (for details see SI). We obtain a retardation factor higher than 100 that is predominantly due to the increase in the viscosity in our viscosity gradient system. However, scatter plots and DNA translocation histograms in Fig. 2b and Fig.   2c reveal a large spread in dwell times that can be attributed to several factors associated with the viscosity gradient system. In reality, EOF, charge reduction as well as long-range hydrodynamic effects and the existence of gradients in the freeenergy landscape have to be included in the future model and could result in a more complex dynamics of DNA translocation in the viscosity gradient system than assumed in our simplistic model (presented in SI). In addition, it is possible that we have overestimated the value of BmimPF 6 viscosity in the vicinity of the pore. More accurate calculation of the retardation factor should include the effects related to charge reduction and the presence of the EOF 39 . Due to the negative charges at the surface of MoS 2 membrane and within the pore, the direction of EOF is opposite to the direction of DNA translocations and could result in further slowing down. By comparing translocation traces before, during and after translocation events we see that they all have a similar noise level of 520-540 pA (SI Fig. 3.) . We observe a slight increase of noise during the translocation that can be explained by the fact that DNA interacts strongly with BmimPF 6 via electrostatic interaction between the cationic To exploit the full potential of our viscosity gradient system, we translocate short homopolymers, poly(dA) 30 , poly(dT) 30 , poly(dG) 30 We thank all the members from LBEN and LANES for assistance and discussion.
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Setup
We fabricated devices using the previously published procedure 
COMSOL Modeling
Numerical calculations were performed using the COMSOL 4. Both expressions can be rewritten using mass fractions 
where V is the applied voltage, n is the number density (proportional to concentration) of the ionic species, e is the elementary charge, and  K+ and  CL-are the electrophoretic mobilities of the potassium and chloride ions, respectively. Parameter d represents the pore diameter and l is the membrane thickness. In the case of the viscosity gradient, the set of PNP equations has to be solved for 5 types of diffusing particles/ions subjected to the electrostatic force (4 ions and water molecules). Pore size was fixed to 2.5 nm, 5 nm and 10 nm (see SI Figure1 (d-f) ). Simulated MoS 2 nanopore conductances, for all pore sizes in 2M aqueous KCl solution, viscosity gradient system or pure RT ionic liquid BminPF 6 were found to be in a good agreement with the measured values presented in SI Figure1 (a-c) . In the case of the pure ionic liquid condition and for a fixed voltage, the resulting current originates from the flux of the Bmim + and PF 6 - ions.
DNA staining
DNA was stained with YOYO-1 as described elsewhere 
Theoretical model
In SI Fig. 4a we schematize the free-energy surface with a well and a barrier to translocation for the case of our viscosity gradient system and for the 2M KCl aqueous solution. In the viscosity gradient system, -DNA adopts a random coil configuration with a gyration radius < 240 nm, while in the 2M KCl aqueous solution the corresponding gyration radius is ~570 nm (SI Fig. 5) . From the schematics, it is obvious that for both systems as long as the applied voltage is lower than the free where R g is the radius of gyration, ηis the solvent viscosity, and v DNA is the linear velocity of DNA translocation. As the polymer threads through the pore, the center of mass of this sphere moves toward the pore at a velocity:
Therefore, the Stokes drag force can be written as,
If we assume that DNA translocation velocity is constant, this implies that the force balance between driving force and Stokes drag force is met at all times, i.e. from the first monomer translocation to the final monomer translocation.
Then, velocity can be expressed as:
whereτis the translocation time for the entire chain, denoted in experiments as the translocation dwell time. As proposed by Storm et al. 8 , the principal effect of hydrodynamics is to resist motion with a hydrodynamic drag (Stokes drag) on the DNA coil.
In our case with water on both sides of the nanopore, where ν is the Flory exponent.
For our viscosity gradient system, we only consider the biggest contribution to the Stokes drag force which originates form the drag of the DNA coil in the cis chamber since viscosity of RTIL is much higher than water.
Then,
where N is the total number of DNA monomers while n is the monomer number in the trans chamber and b corresponds the monomer length We obtain a retardation factor higher than 140 that is predominantly due to the increase in the viscosity in our viscosity gradient system. Table S2 . List of MoS 2 nanopore devices tested under viscosity gradient conditions. In most of the nanopore devices the collection of events was stopped manually due to the increase in the noise. 
